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 … (December 11, 2009) – Greece's prime minister, George Papandreou, told reporters in 
Brussels on Friday that European Central Bank President Jean-Claude Trichet and Luxembourg 
Prime Minister Jean-Claude Juncker see "no possibility" of a Greek default, Bloomberg News 
reported. Papandreou also said that there was no possibility of Greece leaving the euro area, 
according to the report.  
 
 … (January 29, 2010) – There is no bailout and no "plan B" for the Greek economy 
because there is no risk it will default on its debt, the European monetary affairs commissioner, 
Joaquin Almunia, insisted on Friday. 
 

… (September 16, 2010) – “Restructuring is not going to happen. There are much 
broader implications for the eurozone should Greece have to restructure its debt.  People fail to 
see the costs to both Greece and the eurozone of a restructuring: the cost to its citizens, the cost 
to its access to markets. If Greece restructures, why on earth would people invest in other 
peripheral economies? It would be a fundamental break to the unity of the eurozone.” – George 
Papaconstantinou, former Greek Finance Minister 
 
 … (March 9, 2012) – ISDA EMEA DC Says Restructuring Credit Event Has Occurred 
With Respect To Greece 
 
 … (This week) – Take your pick from scores of quotes from various EU leaders: “A 
Greek default has no real impact on the rest of the Eurozone. No other countries are at risk.” Or: 
“The contagion ‘domino effect’ from Greece no longer threatens the rest of Europe, according to 
Marco Buti, the director general for economic affairs at the European Commission. In addition, 
Portugal and Ireland were said to be ‘in a much better place,’ while the credibility of Spain and 
Italy had ‘increased.’”  
 

The headlines are about Greece, but the real story is not Greece but who is next. 
European leaders were right to be worried only a short while ago about contagion effects of a 
Greek default to the entire Euro system, which of course they now say doesn’t exist. This week 
we look at Europe, and sort through the ever more fascinating implications of the news in 
today’s headlines.  
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Sarkozy: Problem Solved, Or… 
Germany to Sarkozy: Crisis Is Not Over 
 
 Greek is having an “orderly” default. The taxpayers of Europe are in theory going to lend 
€130 billion to Greece to pay back €100 billion in Greek debt that is owed to private lenders. 
Greece has to pass several difficult tests in order to get the money. €100 billion of debt to private 
lenders will be written off. Thus the net effect will be that they owe €30 billion more. How does 
this help Greece, except that they get €30 billion more they cannot pay? 
 
 The “new” debt is already trading in the market, even though it has not actually been 
issued. (Don’t bother traders with messy details, just do the deal.) This page from Bloomberg is 
just too delicious not to print, sent to me courtesy of Dan Greenhaus of BTIG. It shows the new 
Greek bonds trading at over a 71-79% discount, depending on the length of maturity. Note this is 
AFTER the 53% haircut already imposed. That reads to me like the market value of original 
Greek debt is now between 12 and 14% of the original face value. Didn’t I write in this letter 
early last year that Greek debt would ultimately get a 90% haircut? Let me suggest to my critics 
that what was pessimistic back then may prove to have been optimistic at the end of the day.  
 

 
 
 Over 90% (some unconfirmed reports of as much as 95.7%) of Greek bondholders 
offered their bonds in the swap. The remaining bond holders will be forced by the Greek 
government to take the deal under a collective action clause, or CAC. But that 90%+ 
participation rate of bond holders willing to take their lumps may be suspect, according to Art 
Cashin, writing this morning: 
 

“Some savvy (but very cynical) traders think the heavy participation may have been 
structured. They posit that in order to keep the deal from falling apart, some banks, on 
government instructions, may have paid a premium to the ‘reluctant’ participants.  That would 
get them out of the way and allow for more tenders by the buyers.  No proof – just conjecture.” 
 
 Greece itself is in free fall. The “benefits” of austerity have not become apparent, as the 
Greek economy saw growth rates of -0.2% in 2008, -3.3% in 2009, -3.4% in 2010, -6.9% in 
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2011, and...? The 4th quarter of last year saw a GDP fall of 7.5%. Do you see a trend here? The 
Greek economy is down by almost one-fifth in less than five years. Unemployment has risen to 
20%, and 50% among young people, many of whom are leaving the country. Resentment has 
grown among ordinary Greeks over the austerity medicine ordered by international creditors, 
which has compounded the pain. Greek papers are full of stories blaming Germany for their 
problems. 
 

By any standard, what will soon be a 20% drop can be classified as a depression. There is 
nothing on the horizon to suggest things will turn around any time soon. The country's public 
debt-to-GDP ratio currently stands at 160% of nominal gross domestic product, AFTER the debt 
restructuring. If Greece can find someone to lend them more money, it will only get worse. 
 
 The current agreement with the EU will not improve the economy, but require even more 
wage cuts, government spending cuts, and higher taxes and unemployment. The problem is that 
if Greece leaves the euro, those problems do not go away, they just take a different form. There 
is still a great deal of economic pain for Greece as a consequence of past decisions. It is sad, but 
there is no other choice, unless the rest of Europe or the world, through the IMF, simply gives 
Greece all the money they want. But then where do you stop?  
 
 The citizens of California have chosen to let a series of cities enter bankruptcy, severely 
cutting police and fire, health, and other services. Europe has had about all the pleasure of 
bailing out Greece that it can handle, and is clearly ready to say, “Enough!” It is all very sad, but 
that is the consequence of too much debt and leverage. And every nation is subject to that 
consequence if it does not keep its own fiscal and economic house in order. Every nation. 
 
The ISDA Steps Up 
 
 The ISDA (the International Swaps and Derivatives Association) declared today that 
Greece is in official default. This is a derivatives-industry committee of 15 members, 
representing the largest banks and derivative buyers – all the usual suspects. I started to write last 
week about their hesitancy, but it was very technical and I thought it likely they would issue the 
ruling they did this week. There are a few things we should note about this decision. 
 
 First, there is a widespread misunderstanding that the ISDA is the final answer to whether 
a nation is in default. The correct answer is, it depends. Credit default swaps are contracts 
between two private parties . The actual original contract is the governing document. While 
most contracts named the ISDA as the final arbiter of default, there are many that did not. Some 
experts told their clients there was a problem with choosing a self-interested industry group to be 
the final judge, and were very specific in their contracts as to what constituted a default. (Thanks 
to Janet Tavakoli, who spent an hour late one night patiently explaining the arcana and minutiae 
of credit default swaps. She literally wrote the book – and not just one but three of them – on 
swaps.) 
 
 It does not take a finance major to understand that if you do not get your money paid 
back to you, there was a default of some kind. If the ISDA had not confirmed a default by 
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Greece, they would have ceased to be relevant in any future contracts that were written. It will be 
interesting to see how contracts are structured in future. 
 
 Secondly, the number that keeps showing up in the press is that there are only $3 billion 
of credit default swaps on Greek debt. That is only half true. The reality is that there is a NET 
$3.2 billion of CDS on Greek debt. The total or GROSS amount of swaps written is estimated to 
be about $60-70 billion (Dan Greenhaus, Chief Global Strategist, BTIG). This is in the 4,323 
contracts that are known about. 
 
 Of the net exposure, the loss is likely to be less than the $3.2 billion, unless Greek debt 
goes to absolute zero. But that does not tell the whole story. For instance, just one Austrian state-
owned “bad bank,” KA Finanz, faces a hit of up to 1 billion euros ($1.31 billion) for the hole 
Greece's debt restructuring punches in its balance sheet. That loss, which will be borne by 
Austrian taxpayers, is someone else’s gain. The net number means nothing to them – they lose it 
all, over a third of the expected total loss. 
 
 Every bank and hedge fund, insurance company, and pension fund has its own situation. 
Care to wager that the larger banks won’t win on this trade? My bet is that there will be $30 
billion in losses, out of which maybe someone will make $27 billion in gains. 
 
 Will the counterparty that holds your offsetting CDS be able to pay? Will all taxpayers be 
so accommodating as Austria’s? Does anyone think that taxpayers will bail out a hedge fund that 
cannot pay its debt, if it sold protection and has to default? 
 
 Would that it was “only” a $3 billion loss spread among the largest losers. That would be 
trivial in the grand scheme of things. Will Greece really stress the system, as it was stressed in 
2008? The answer is, not likely, since European taxpayers have found €100 billion to cover the 
debt and the ECB has printed over €1 trillion, which has postponed any debt crisis for the 
immediate future. But the question that we must ask in a few paragraphs is, how many more 
countries will have to restructure their debt? 
 
No Winners in Ugly Greek Debt Deal, Only Lessons 
 
 Just a few hours ago, as I was finishing this letter, I came across this blog by Michael 
Casey at the Wall Street Journal, called “No Winners In Ugly Greek Debt Deal, Only Lessons.” 
It is very to the point, so let’s look as his opening comments: 
 

“Technocrats in Athens, Berlin and Washington Friday are no doubt congratulating each 
other for designing a bond swap that slashed more than EUR100 billion off Greece’s debt 
mountain. 
 

“But let’s not kid ourselves: the two-year story behind this debt restructuring is an ugly 
one of politicking and wasted time. There are no winners here, and there are already more losers 
arising from its far-reaching ramifications. 
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“There are, however, lessons to be learned from this unseemly string of events. The most 
important is that our financial system is still trapped by the dilemma posed by Too-Big-to-Fail 
banks – four years since the U.S. mortgage crisis. Financial sector lobbyists who argue that now 
is not the time to fix that dysfunctional system should have a thorough reading of the Greece 
story. 
 

“Officials will crow that a higher-than-expected 83% of Greece’s old bonds was 
voluntarily tendered into this debt swap and so claim justification for triggering the collective 
action clauses that will force the remaining holders of Greek law securities into the exchange. 
But without those CACs hanging like Damocles’ Sword over them, and without the pressure that 
governments and national central banks brought to bear on banks and pension funds from 
Greece, Germany and France, would so many have willingly accepted a 73%-plus write-off? 

  
“As Commerzbank CEO Martin Blessing recently put it, this deal was as ‘voluntary as a 

confession during the Spanish Inquisition.’ 
 

“Truth be told, Greece can rightly argue it had no choice but to use coercion. Any less 
than 95% participation and the European Union would not have approved the latest EUR130 
billion bailout, leaving the country unable to pay its bills and thrust into a more damaging, 
disorderly default.” 
 
And By the Way, Close Your Borders 
 
 The fabric of the European Union is becoming frayed around the edges. George Friedman 
of Stratfor has pointed out in writing for this site that immigration is a much higher priority 
among many European voters than maintaining the euro. It is not talked about in polite circles, 
but it shows up in the polls. In line with that thought, my friend Dennis Gartman, who has never 
been accused of being politically correct, asks some very hard questions. In a few paragraphs 
with the provocative heading “And By the Way, Close Your Borders Too While Your At It…” 
He writes: 
 

“The enmity between Greece and her northern European ‘cousins’ such as Germany and 
Austria is already high and wide, but it is growing higher and wider by the moment. It is almost 
to the point where the polite bounds of political correctness are about to be broken asunder, for 
German and Austrian political figures are now asking that Greece seal her borders and stop the 
flow of ‘foreigners’ through Greece and into the rest of the EU. 
 

“Yesterday, the Austrian Home Affairs Minister, Ms. Johanna Miki-Leitner, minced few 
words and opened the rather racist front when she said, ‘We need to put real political pressure on 
Greece to implement their asylum authority as rapidly as possible. This border is as open as a 
barn door.’ 
 
 “There you have it … out in the open for all to see: northern European dissatisfaction and 
open disdain for the South and for ‘foreigners’ generally. And it is not just Greece that the 
Austrians and Germans fear as a port of entry for ‘foreigners’ into Europe; they fear Italy too, for 
Italy has been a port through which North Africans, fleeing the lesser chaos of Tunisia but the 
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greater chaos of Libya and of Egypt, have arrived in shockingly large numbers to European 
shores. Indeed, more ‘foreigners’ have gotten access to Europe through Italy than have through 
Greece, but for the moment it is easier for an Austrian official to take on Greece than it is to take 
on Italy, and so Greece bears the burden at this point. 
 

“As the German Minister of Justice, Mr. Hans-Peter Friedrich, rather ominously said 
yesterday, ‘The question remains, what happens when a country is not capable of securing its 
borders, as we see in Greece. Is it possible to reinstate border controls? I want to clarify that this 
is still part of our discussion.’ 
 

“Which then raises the question: Will Germany take it upon itself to secure Greece’s 
borders? My word but we don’t want to go down that path now, do we?” 

 
The Next Greek Tragedy  
 
 As noted above, European leaders are falling all over themselves to tell us that the Greek 
default does not in any way suggest that it is possible for another country to default. 
 
 Kiron Sarkar makes the following points, with which I agree, so let's jump to him: 
 

“Spain unilaterally set its 2012 budget deficit at 5.8% of GDP, much higher than the 
4.4% previously agreed with the EU. The budget deficit came in at 8.5% last year, once again 
higher than the target of 6.0%. A ‘discussion' between Spain and the EU is inevitable, especially 
as (to date) the EU has insisted that Spain stick to its prior commitment. Quite an interesting 
development, particularly as it has come on the same day that 25 out of 27 EU countries 
(excluding the UK and the Czech Republic) signed up to the ‘fiscal compact' which, once 
approved by each country's national Parliament (Ireland will need a referendum), will introduce 
the German-inspired ‘debt brake' into their constitutions – basically commits the 25 EU countries 
to reduce borrowings and, indeed, balance their budget deficits. 
 

“Spanish unemployment rose by a massive +2.4% MoM in February, with youth (under 
25) unemployment over 50%, yep that's 50%. The EU has a tough task. If it offers concessions to 
Spain, expect Portugal, Ireland, etc., etc. to submit their own ‘requests.' However, I just can't see 
how Spain can meet its prior commitment. Officially, GDP is forecast to be -1.0% to -1.7% this 
year, though in reality the actual outcome will be closer to (indeed may exceed) the more 
pessimistic forecasts.” 

 
And the report from Portugal is not much better. This from Lew Rockwell (Feb. 3, 2012): 
 
“Things are also unraveling very quickly in Portugal. Now there is talk that private 

investors will be required to take a ‘haircut’ on Portuguese debt as well. 
 

“The following is from a recent article in the Telegraph... 
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“‘A report for the Kiel Institute for the World Economy said Portugal would have to run 
a primary budget surplus of over 11pc of GDP a year to prevent debt dynamics spiralling out of 
control, even in a benign scenario of 2pc annual growth. 
 

"‘Portugal's debt is unsustainable. That is the only possible conclusion,’ said David 
Bencek, the co-author, warning that no country can achieve a primary budget surplus above 5pc 
for long. ‘We won't know what the trigger will be, but once there is a decision on Greece people 
are going to start looking closely and realize that Portugal is the same position as Greece was a 
year ago.’" 
 

“Sadly, that article is exactly right. Portugal is marching down the exact same road that 
Greece went down. The yield on 5-year Portuguese bonds is now up to an all-time record 19.8 
percent. A year ago, the yield on those bonds was only about 6 percent. This is the same thing 
that happened to Greece. A year ago, the yield on 5-year Greek bonds was about 12 percent. 
Now the yield on those bonds is more than 50 percent.” 
 

The world is facing a debt crisis unlike anything ever seen before, and Europe is right at 
the center of it. 

 
Italy can pull out of its tailspin, but it will need help from the ECB in the form of debt 

issued at lower than current market rates. But if you give it to Italy, must not you do the same for 
Spain and Portugal? And while their economies are markedly worse, their government debt-to-
GDP ratios are nowhere near as bad. And don’t even get me started about France, which 
becomes a crisis of biblical proportions by the middle of the decade. Let me note that France is 
not Greece. It actually is too big to save. France will make a difference when it enters its problem 
period. And the probable election of Hollande does nothing to alleviate any concerns. (Note: this 
will not prevent me from enjoying Paris in a few weeks, nor a hoped-for vacation in future years 
in the Loire Valley.) 

 
There are only two ways that countries in Europe can get their deficits under control and 

begin to shrink their debt-to-GDP ratios. They can either grow GDP faster than the growth of 
their debt, or reduce their debt. How can Spain, with 20% unemployment and a projected 6% 
deficit, grow enough? Certainly not in the next few years. Portugal has the same problems. 
Austerity at the levels they will need will soon make growth even less likely, but borrowing 
more money is going to mean ever higher interest rates, unless the ECB is willing to print or 
Europe is willing to tax northern European countries to bail out the southerners. Try selling that 
one in an election campaign. 

 
Because of the current willingness of European leaders to tap their taxpayers and of the 

European Central Bank to print money, a crisis has been averted, at least for the moment. For 
that, the US and the world can be grateful. The probability of a recession this year in the US is 
falling, as a crisis in the EU could have been the trigger that pushed a slow economy into 
recession. 

 
 But let’s make no mistake. The sovereign debt crisis is not over. Not in Europe, not in 
Japan, and not in the US. It is in a lull period. And don’t give me that old shibboleth, “The 
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market is telling us that the crisis is over.” The market knows a lot less than many pundits 
believe. What did the market know in mid-2007? Not very much, although the warning signs 
were clear, at least to some of us. 
 
 Sadly, the focus of the crisis will now move on to other countries in Europe. The 
economic arithmetic of the peripheral countries is not much better than that of Greece only a few 
years ago. The pronouncements and assurances from European leaders are about the same as 
they were a few years ago. Total European debt is at 443%, well above US debt of 350%. 
European banks are leveraged over 30 to 1, at least double that of US banks, which are nerve-
wracking enough. 
 
 It is the time of the Endgame. There will be contagion. It just comes with the territory. 
 
Orlando, Stockholm, Paris, and Staying Young 
 
 I fly to Orlando for less than 24 hours tomorrow morning for a speech I will do with 
Endgame co-author Jonathan Tepper. It will be good to see him, and the conference (a private 
one) has several people I want to hear, as well. Then the next week to Stockholm and the 
following week staying over in Paris to attend the GIC conference on central banking, where I 
will be there just to learn. The title of the conference is Re-Examining Central Bank Orthodoxy 
for Unorthodox Times: Inaugural Meeting of The Global Society of Fellows (this is also a link, if 
you want more information). There are a few spots still left. It will be a most fascinating time to 
talk about central banking in Europe.  
 

And then back to Texas for a few days, and the following weekend in San Francisco for 
the Life Extension Conference.  I will make a few short remarks, but again am there mostly to 
learn. My intention is to be writing this letter for a very long time. 
 

I am researching and writing away on the book on employment, and my suspicion is that 
the next month or so this letter will reflect that. I love the internet. You search something, which 
leads to something else, which leads… I am learning a great deal and hope to be able to get it 
into a smallish and very readable book. 
 
 This weekend we celebrate Tiffani’s birthday, with most of the kids gathered. Hurrah! As 
I close, I should note that Paris has seen more than a few crises over the centuries. I expect that it 
will survive the current problems just fine. I think a trip to the Louvre will be in order. And good 
times with both old and new friends. I am really looking forward to it. 
 

It is time to hit the send button, as it is either late at night or early in the morning. My bed 
is calling, but I will get up and hit the gym. Have a great week. 

 
Your really ready to write about something other than Greece analyst, 
 
John Mauldin 
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